The artificial sea Mountains is a mound installed in the bottom of the sea bed.It used the energy of the flow, and it bring nutritive salts of the bottom of the sea neighborhood to the upper layer. The outbreak mechanism of the effect was complicated, and the lee wave had been confirmed mainly so far. We could include the other phenomena for this examination and analyzed it in detail, and the method depended on spot observation and numerical value simulation.
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The artificial sea Mountains is a mound installed in the bottom of the sea bed.It used the energy of the flow, and it bring nutritive salts of the bottom of the sea neighborhood to the upper layer. The outbreak mechanism of the effect was complicated, and the lee wave had been confirmed mainly so far. We could include the other phenomena for this examination and analyzed it in detail, and the method depended on spot observation and numerical value simulation.
We was able to confirm the phenomenon that lee wave broke into.
In addition, We was able to confirm the lee wave and interaction of the shear flow.
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